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1.
On June 22, 1596, a small Dutch fleet came to anchor in the bay of the city of Banten, on
Java’s north coast1. Placed under the command of Cornelis de Houtman and Gerrit van
Beuningen, this privately-chartered commercial expedition comprised 4 vessels manned by
some 249 crew members2. Thanks to critical nautical information leaked out of the
Portuguese Asian dominions by Jan Huygen van Linschoten – whose Itinerario was not yet
printed3, but nevertheless already circulating under manuscript form among Dutch
cartographers at the time Houtman and Beuningen were busy completing the victualling of
their ships –, the main pilot of this so-called “First Navigation” to the East Indies, Pieter
Diercksz. Keyzer, easily found his way to the Cape of Good Hope, then on to Madagascar.
After the untimely death of Keyzer4, the younger brother of Cornelis de Houtman –
Frederick, a soon-to-be famous linguist and astronomer – acted as the main pilot of the fleet
and managed to cross the Indian Ocean almost straightway so as to reach the southern tip of
Sumatra, then proceeded to the nearby west coast of Java.

Hours only after their arrival on the shores of Banten, the Dutch – who could master neither
Malay, nor Javanese, nor Arabic – were welcomed on behalf of the Regent of the city by “six
Portuguese [traders] and their slaves”. Two days later, things took a more official turn: a
Javanese high official bearing the title of Tumenggung Angabaya came on board Houtman’s
1
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flagship. He presented the Dutch with “a buffalo and fresh water5”. The first in a long series
of blunders and faux-pas, the Dutch, who maybe feared to be poisoned, most impolitely
refused these gifts. The latter actually were not just tokens of non-enmity, but also the main
material ingredients of the opening sequence of a ritualized trade transaction. Everywhere
along the Western Indian Ocean shores as in the Malay world, the official in charge of
welcoming foreign traders and of inspecting their cargoes in order to collect custom duties –
the Harbourmaster (Shahbandar) – would initiate a trade relationship by providing the
newcomers with fresh meat and fresh water6.

The reason why court-sanctioned commercial relations always exhibited a highly ritualized
character in the Malay world is that foreign merchants were expected to publicly
acknowledge the power and “prestige (mertabat)” of the local raja if they wanted to be
considered as relevant trading partners7. Once they had entered the ritual realm of political
subservience, they were no more a threat to the raja-centered hierarchies that sustained a
stable “dynastic domain (negeri)”. While sojourning in the Malay-speaking polity of Patani
(Southern Thailand) in June-July 1612, Peter Floris – a former Dutch East India Company
(VOC) factor who had taken service with the British East India Company (EIC) in 16108 –
helped broker a trade agreement with the local queen. To this end, he convinced the captain
of the Seventh Separate Voyage fleet to follow the local “customary rules and ceremonies
(adat-istiadat)” the best he could. Having rightly performed the sembah datang (“reverential
salute and delivery of gift upon arrival”) and the sembah berniaga (“reverential salute and
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delivery of gift required for obtaining a trading license9”), the British were granted the
permanent settlement privilege they were expecting.

That the Dutch could not understand the ritual-political dimension of Javanese amenities, as
has sometimes been ascertained, is doubtful, since back in Holland, the “offering of presents
(vereering)” was part and parcel of any trade transaction: as if to give a moral overtone to
interest-oriented transactions, gifts were routinely exchanged between trade partners or
political allies10. That the men of the “First Navigation” were fully aware of the codes
regulating “interest-oriented friendship” is indeed evidenced by the fact that prior to his
departure, Lambert Biesman, who had obtained his position of “second-class merchant
(onder-koopman)” thanks to the twin reference of one of his cousins (Beuningen) and of one
of his mother’s cousins, Jan Jacobsz. Bal, sent the latter, as a token of gratitude, a “sack full
of [tulip] bulbs11”.

The Regent of the city also came on board Houtman’s flagship, accompanied by his
interpreter – a man by the name of Quillin Panjan, born in Sao Tomé de Meliapor12. He
explained to the newcomers that following the custom, they had to go to the palace to
present the king with a ceremonial gift. Before disembarking to go to the palace, Houtman
did something quite unexpected: in front of all the crew members, assembled on board the
flagship, he solemnly bestowed the military title of capteyns on his merchants. He himself
assumed that of capiteyn-major (capitao-mor) – the one usually worn by those high-ranking
“noblemen (fidalgos)” in command of the Esquadra da India, the official return fleet making
it twice yearly between Lisbon and Goa. Houtman then dressed as a grandee. Even more
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intriguing by the social-behavioral standards of the time, he did put a duel sword at his
waist13. That a trader would wear such a token of aristocratic dignity indeed would have
come as a true scandal back in the United Provinces, where the Councils of Nobility
(Ridderschappen) had no mercy whatsoever for such transgressive behavior14.

On those far-away shores of a still-unknown Malay world, Dutch merchants were playing
social roles they could never have endorsed with impunity in their home countries. But
trying the best of his ability, Houtman never managed to induce Javanese courtiers in the
belief that he was of noble origins or that he was invested with diplomatic dignity. All along
the stay of the Dutch in the city, the court of Banten interacted with them not on a
diplomatic par, but through the Harbourmaster.

2.
That the Dutch were welcomed in Banten by Portuguese traders should come as no surprise,
for the Portuguese had tried to establish commercial relations with the authorities of the
city ever since the conquest of Malacca by Albuquerque in July-August 1511. By late 1511,
Antonio de Abreu, who was heading towards the Moluccas, sailed along Java’ north coast
and made a stop in Tuban15. In 1522, a fidalgo by the name of Henrique de Leme reached
the little port of Sunda Kelapa, close to Banten, and signed a most unequal treaty with a
local lord bearing the title of Sang Adipati. Leme even had a padrao – a stone stele with the
coat of arms of Dom Manuel – raised on the beach, as if he had taken possession of the
place16. But past the seizure of Banten by the troops of Sunan Gunung Jati in 1526-27, and
the subsequent conversion of the local elite to Islam, the Portuguese never managed to set
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up a large-scale factory on Java’s north coast. Since no formal peace treaty was ever signed
between the Estado da India and Javanese polities, it was left to ordinary “settlers (casados)”
to go and buy spices at their own risks in Banten.

Without these vagrant casados – who often acted as the unofficial agents of the Estado da
India in places out of reach of the Malacca-based armada –, Houtman and his men would
have been unable to master so quickly the basics of the political situation in Banten. For
after having settled in a small wooden house in the Chinese district, outside city walls, the
Dutch kept learning a lot from the Portuguese about the intricacies of local trade. Their main
informant was a man named Pedro da Tayda: a trader, “born in Malacca”, who had been
living for a while in Banten. Tayda opportunely advised the Dutch to buy black pepper in
large quantities as soon as they could, for the prices always rose upon the arrival – by midJuly – of the convoy of huge junks coming from imperial China. He also helped Lodewijcksz.
drawing an accurate map of Java’s north coast and narrated in details to the newcomers his
“many voyages17” around the region. Alas, Tayda – who was considered as a traitor to be
apprehended as soon as possible by the officials of the Estado da India18 – was murdered in
his sleep a few weeks after he had started telling his secrets19.

To be greeted and lent a helping hand by Portuguese upon their arrival in Java surely came
as a most ironical turn of event to the Dutch, for the main purpose of the expedition was, as
self-confidently stated in a letter sent before departure by Lambert Biesman – one of the
merchants of the expedition – to his father, “to go farther East than the Portuguese20”.
Indeed, even if the “First Navigation” ended as a total economic and diplomatic failure21, it
soon was considered in Dutch chronicles as a major step towards the end of the war with
the Spaniards22. Even the clever ambassador of King Henri IV in The Hague, Monsieur de
17
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Buzanval, wrote by August 1597, right after the return of the “First Navigation” fleet to the
Texel Bay, that the Portuguese were “in great peril of not enjoying any longer the riches of
the Orient, since all these countries [the Low Countries] full of ships and sailors will soon
rush there as butterflies attracted by a candle fire (car tous ces pays qui sont pleins de
navires et de matelots y courront comme au feu)23”.

Since 1580, the King of Spain, Philip II, also acted as the King of Portugal, hence whatever
profit Lisbon made from its monopoly over the spices trade in the East Indies could be of
help to the financing of the Army of Flanders – that tried since 1568 to curtail the Dutch
“Great rebellion”. Actually, in order to mollify the Portuguese nobility, which was almost
unanimously hostile to his ascent to the throne of the Aviz dynasty, Philip II had promised,
long before the Cortes of Tomar, to reunite the East Indies’ and the West Indies’ trades: in
1579, the Archbishop of Badajoz had convinced the Spanish court that it was of critical
importance, to win some support among leading Portuguese fidalgos, to “make them
understand that fleets from both India and the West Indies would come to the port of
Lisbon24” should the Catholic monarchy extends its benevolent tutelage over the whole of
the Iberian Peninsula. Even if in practice the two empires were to be kept financially
separate, the Dutch could legitimately fear, by the mid-1590s, that the treasure chests of the
Hispanic monarchy would sooner than later welcome Asian bullion.

To disrupt Portuguese control over the “Spices Route” linking the Western Indian Ocean to
the Malay world was akin, in the mind of many a sailor of the “First Navigation”, to striking a
terrible blow to the Hispanic enemy on its Asian flank. Yet the Dutch knew nothing of this
Malay world into which they had entered all of a sudden. Strategically located along the
main maritime commercial lane linking the Indian Ocean to the South China Sea, and having
already for decades established long-distance religious and literary connections with both
Muslim South India and the Arabic Peninsula, Banten was a cosmopolitan sultanate where

Gheschiedenissen van onsen tyden, published in Gdansk in 1608. In his Antiquity of the Batavian Republic
(1610), Grotius also turns the “First Navigations” into a major civic accomplishment giving evidence of the
United Provinces’ independent political destiny.
23
M. de Buzanval to M. du Plessis, The Hague, 27 August 1597, quoted in Jacobus A. van der Chijs, Geschiedenis
der stichting van de Vereenigde O. I. Compagnie…, Leiden, Engels, 1856, p. 65.
24
Quoted in Fernando Bouza, Felipe II y el Portugal dos povos. Imagenes de esperanza y revuelta, Valladolid,
Universidad de Valladolid, Coleccion Sintesis XIV, 2010, p. 50.
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many languages were spoken: Javanese, Arabic, Malay, Tamil, Persian, Chinese, etc. Yet the
Dutch could master none of these languages.

Neither could they understand, in these early days of their trade contacts with Southeast
Asia, any of the units of measurement used by locals. On the main day-market of Banten, the
pasar of Karangantu, sellers made use of a kind of scales the Dutch had never seen. Willem
Lodewijcksz., the author of the soon-to-be-published travel narrative of the “First
Navigation”, describes this strange weighing device in the following terms: “It looks like the
scales of a Weaver, which consists of a stick bearing [measurement] marks, to which is
attached a sack to one end and a weight to the other25”. Called daching, these beam
balances were of Chinese origins and were used all over the Malay Archipelago26. Upon their
arrival in the Moluccas in January 1599, the merchants of the “Second Navigation” found
that nobody there would use the scales that they had brought along from the United
Provinces. They therefore bought a daching and set it right in front of the small wooden
house they had just rented in order to attract nutmegs’ sellers27.

In Banten, Houtman’s merchants also were at a loss regarding the very units of each and
every trade transaction. For instance, the most commonly used weighing unit, the bahar,
could vary greatly depending on what kind of product was weighed: Lodewijcksz. came to
the precarious conclusion that there existed a “great bahar” (276 kg) used for spices and
brown (coconut) sugar and a “small bahar” (176 kg) used for iron or camphor. Yet a bahar
usually meant not an intangible weight, but a given volume: it was what a yoke could
contain. Even worse: other weighing units widely used throughout Java were productspecific, like the gantang (3,125 kg) and the cupak (1/4th of a gantang), that came into play
only for weighing un-husked rice. As for the tahil, used to buy and sell gold, it was a kind of
“analytical unit” whose volume varied greatly from one Javanese city-state to the other: its
25
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only permanent “value” was that it was worth 1/16th of a kati. Getting along with (mostly
Indian) moneychangers also was a daunting task for the Dutch, since a host of means of
payment circulated in Banten at the end of the XVIth century: Spanish reales de ocho,
Chinese pici coins, curved Persian silver ingots, Siamese pagodas28. Even if relatively stable in
the mid-run, conversion rates were barely decipherable for the newcomers. For instance,
200 pici were worth a Satac (a purely abstract book-keeping unit), and 5 Satac 1 000
Portuguese caixas29.

As chaotic as they may have appeared at first sight to still-inexperienced Europeans, these
variations actually were kept under strict control by local public authorities. In any Malayspeaking port-polity, the supervision of weights and measures was placed under the careful
watch of the Harbourmaster. A stated by the Laws of Malacca, partly compiled as early as
the 1450s, “rules (hukum) regarding weights and measures such as gantang, cupak, kati,
tahil and market regulations (hukum pasar) are all exclusively vested in the
Harbourmaster30”. As admiringly explained by Frederick de Houtman in his Spraeck ende
Woord-boeck – a conversational guide to Malay published in 1603 –, in Aceh (Northern
Sumatra) the weighing of pepper took place under the inquisitive glaze of a “public notary
(korkon)” in the sole service of the king31. In a mid-XVIIth century adat (“customary law”)
compendium from Kedah (Malay Peninsula), one learns that weights and measures used by
wholesalers were regularly inspected by specially appointed officials who would go from
place to place to check whether they were in accordance with the “norms spelled out by the
state (sukatan negeri)”. Those who were found guilty of having distorted measurement tools

28
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were sentenced to suffer the deepest humiliations: they were severely beaten, in the open,
with their mischievous steelyards32.

The reasons for such a severe punishment are not difficult to be found. Most Malay-speaking
polities made a living on the seasonal welcoming of “monsoon traders”. Yet the latter could
easily switch from one haven to the next – for instance from Aceh to Banten, or from Johore
Lama to Banjarmasin – if they felt dissatisfied with the way they could handle their business
in a given locale. If a raja wished to attract and retain merchants, he had to judicially secure
trade transactions – and the official guarantee of scales and weights was the very first step
towards the building of such a secure environment. The Laws of Kedah, promulgated in the
1650s, made the point clear: “When the custom of a country (adat) does not change over
time, many [foreign] traders come to this country; then it becomes bustling (ramai) [and]
prosperous (maamor)33”. But there were also potent religious reasons behind this seemingly
down-to-earth obsession of adat law-books with faulty scales: as repeatedly stated in the
Quran, God Himself forbids “unfair weighing” and sends straight to Hell “those who cheat
the measurement [of goods]” (VII.82, XXVI.181-183, LV.7-9, LXXXIII.1-5)34. In an early XXth
century copy of an adat compendium coming from the Sungai Ujong region (Malay
Peninsula), the link between “uncorrupted scales”, Quranic-based authority, and kingly
power is made highly visible: “In case a negeri has no raja, the custom of the Malays has it
that the scales have to be brought there by the people from Mecca35”.

Strict rules regulating trade had been devised and were enforced in Banten, but the Dutch
were unaware of this. It is precisely because they were unable to master these already
existing, locally-crafted devices of commensurability that the men of the “First Navigation”
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quickly convinced themselves that they were being endlessly cheated by the locals36.
Houtman had come for trade sake, and yet he found himself unable to understand any of
the rules regulating trade transactions in Banten. Fearing that the Regent of the city would
not deliver on time the large quantity of black pepper they had bought from him, the Dutch
“preventively” tried to ransack two Portuguese junks anchored in the bay. The Regent at
once had Houtman and some of his lieutenants arrested and sent to jail. They were freed
only after a 2 000 reales de ocho “ransom” (the Javanese would rather have talked about a
“fine” for illegal behavior) had been paid to local authorities. The Dutch then left Banten by
firing their guns at its wooden walls37.

Even if described this way in Lodewijcksz.’s account, this first failed trade contact never
amounted to a “face-to-face encounter” between the Dutch and the Javanese, for Houtman
and his merchants had to deal as much with Sino-Javanese wholesalers and Gujarati
moneylenders as with Javanese courtiers. The “Chinese” played a critical role as middlemen
on Banten’s black pepper market: they were the ones who went to the countryside to collect
bit by bit the newly harvested spice in order to sell it in large quantities to foreign traders38.
What the Dutch had to confront – and what they were, at first, unable to fully understand –
was a well-structured local economic system, regulated in its minute details.

3.

Sticking too tightly to the institutional archive of the “First Navigation”, one could be left
with the impression that if things went wrong in Banten, this is for the simple reason that
information-sharing mechanisms – deemed so critical to the successful unfolding of any
trade transaction – did not work well there. To put it bluntly, the “market” was there, but
the Dutch were at a disadvantage in making use of it for, as any newcomers to an ongoing
game, they were not provided quickly enough with relevant strategic information. They
knew not local rules, yet local rules existed. This way of phrasing things may be analytically
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soothing. The problem is that, by positing a vision of trade-oriented locales as a set of
technically-ordered arenas, it brings into play a most anachronistic understanding of the
“market” as a universal, hence morally neutral space. At the dawn of the Modern Era, trade
– whether at home or in far-away places – was not just a question of rates and numbers: it
also was a morally ambiguous business39.

Whether in Northern Europe or in the Malay world, seeking profit regardless of moral
guidelines was deemed the surest way to eternal damnation. For instance, usury was
strongly condemned both by the Reformed church and by classical Islamic theology. In the
Laws of Malacca, “usury (riba)” is strictly forbidden, especially when it comes to trading
“silver for silver or gold for gold” (since precious metals were traditionally regarded as mal
ribawi, “goods that can be subjected to usury”)40. To be sure, we know, thanks to the
testimony of Augustin de Beaulieu who visited Banten and Aceh by the late 1610s, that usury
rates ranging from 12 % per year to 5 % per month were in force in these cities41. The
practice of riba being forbidden only to Muslims, it nevertheless certainly was practiced in
the open only by non-Muslim (mostly Chinese) moneylenders.

At the very same time, a harsh debate took place in the Low Countries regarding the
lawfulness of usurious rates of interest. Since the 1570s, moneylenders – usually called
Lombarden – were banned by Reformed church councils and municipal councils alike from
attending Church meetings, and even from receiving sacraments. In his Christian Instructions
regarding Usury, Interest Rates, Rents-Trading, and other Profits coming from Money,
published in Amsterdam in 1637, the Franeker theologian Johannes Cloppenburg still
envisioned the practice and the use of usury the way Thomas of Aquin did, that’s to say as a

39
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“vice42”. But in his De usuris liber published in Leyden in 1638, Claudius Salmasius made a
vibrant plea for the “welcoming back to the Table of Communion” of the moneylenders,
considered as some of the main “architects of collective prosperity43”. That the dominant
moral vision of trade changed fast in the Low Countries in the 1630s also is evidenced by the
publishing, in 1632, of a most intriguing book: the Mercator Sapiens (“Wise Merchant”),
written by Caspar Barlaeus – a Leiden University professor – on the occasion of the
inauguration of Amsterdam’s Illustrious School. Barlaeus went farther than simply reminding
traders that they had to handle business the “true Christian way”: he posited a strong moral
analogy between religious devotion and the technical skills of the merchant – stating for
instance that:

“when he contemplates attentively his coins, [the merchant] sees that on one of
them piety is represented, on another one ingenuousness, on a third one
faithfulness, on yet another one carefulness, on the last one generosity; on these
objects that trigger so many evils, he sees but the images of honesty44.”

As convincingly demonstrated by Quentin Skinner for England under James 1st, equating
commercial abilities with devotional gestures was a most efficient way to rhetorically turn
upside down the ancient Christian disdain of trade45. Once considered the less fit for
Heaven46, the hardworking and frugal trader suddenly became a model for the pious47.
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Echoing the audacious doctrinal positions of both Salmasius and Barlaeus, the municipal
councils of Leyden, Gouda, and Rotterdam lifted the ban on moneylenders in 165748.

In both Reformed Northern Europe and Malay-Muslim Southeast Asia, usury hence was
morally condemned yet practiced in the open by “religious minorities” (either Catholic
Italian Lombarden or non-Muslim Chinese). But usury was just a given instance of a much
broader moral dismissal of profit-seeking activities considered as highly detrimental to both
individual salvation and the quietness and welfare of kingdoms. As acknowledged in many
“mariners’ songs (matrozenliederen)” compiled in the first half of the XVIIth century, the
danger of contravening “natural law” and of forgetting the basic tenets of Christian faith
loomed especially large whenever the “riches of the Indies” came into view49. In his Spiritual
Rudder of the Merchant Ship, published in 1638 and dedicated to the Directors of the VOC
and the WIC, a predikant from Zierikzee, Godefridus Udemans, compared the “honorable
quest for profit” of the Dutch in Asia to the devastating greed of the Spaniards in the
Americas. He then sententiously exhorted the salvation-minded merchant to abide by “this
maxim: honor before money50”.

Because of the lure of exotic riches, those who were heading to the East were considered by
the predikanten as being in dire need of strict moral guidance. Faith had to be constantly
fostered on board the East-Indiamen. To this end, the VOC artickel brief ratified by Mauritz
van Nassau before the departure of the “Second Navigation” made mandatory the praying of
God “by dawn and dusk51”. In the instructions handed over in 1603 to the new Banten VOC
chief-merchant, the latter was made responsible for the daily chanting of the Psalms right
after “the hearing of the Sacred Word of the Lord52”. In 1604, the EIC also made mandatory
48
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for the crewmembers of a fleet sailing to Java to “pray several times a day” and to refrain
“under any circumstance to blaspheme the name of God53”. In 1622, the Holland Chamber
of the VOC even ordered 25 books of pietist prescriptions to be bought and put in open
access on board the ship Amsterdam. One of these was significantly titled The Firm
Foundation of the Faith (De Vaste Grond des Geloofs)54.

In the first decades of the XVIIth century, one even witnesses the birth and spread, in the Low
Countries, of a “sailor-specific” literature of admonition. In the Christian Art of Navigation by
Adam Westerman (Amsterdam, 1611) as in the Spiritual Rudder of Udemans (Dordrecht,
1617), “men of the sea (varensmannen)” are considered as weak spiritual beings whose frail
faith is constantly put to the test by the lure of profit – whether on board high-sea vessels
where games of chance lead to the ruin of many a mariner, or in the East Indies, where the
cheating of both Christian brethren and the naturals always seems the quickest and most
benign way to amass riches55. Even if one could find some spiritual attendants along the way
– there usually were both chaplains and “comforters of the sick (sieckentroosters)” on board
VOC ships56 –, the voyage to the East Indies was full of deadly temptations, and most of
p. 208 (Ordonnantie en Instructie voor de Cooplieden, Assistenten en andere personen, die van wege de Gen.
OIC tot Bantam in Oost-Indie zullen blyven…, December 1603, art. 28).
53
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54
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those had to do with unregulated greed. In front of so many moral perils, God was the only
“refuge and consolation (troost en toevelaart)” of the mariner57.

4.
Early modern Malay and Javanese court literatures seemingly posit a strong chiasm between
the world of trade and that of palace-based politics. In most Malay epics – whether versified
(syair) or in prose (hikayat) – as in all Javanese “mystical songs (serat)” and etiquette
manuals, the greedy and coarse merchant – the sudagar who acts in a “rude / unrefined way
(kasar)58” – is a strong polemical-comical character. A living antithesis of those princes and
noblemen who blindly abide by courtly “rules of conduct (aturan)” and who try to fulfill to
the best a requirement of unwavering “feudal loyalty (kesetiaan)” to the raja, the sudagar
always are depicted as amoral beings who could not care less about personal virtue and the
“common good”. For instance, one finds in the Serat Pranacitra, maybe written as early as
the late 1620s, a story that tragically pits one against the other the worlds of trade and
knighthood. To reward him for having conquered the city of Pati, the sunan of the Central
Java-based kingdom of Mataram, Sultan Agung, gives a beautiful slave by the name of Roro
Mendut to the aged general Wiraguna. Herself born in a traders’ family, Roro Mendut is
obsessed with worldly pleasures. She soon takes a young rich merchant – Pranacitra – as her
lover. They indulge together in luxury and laziness, throwing away both money and morals,
until Wiraguna finds out he has been cheated all along. To restore his honor, the infuriated
general stabs both lovers to death with a kris59.

In the Suluk Mas Nganten, written by the early XIXth century by one of the best “court-poets
(pujangga)” of the day, Jayadiningrat 1st, a ludicrous “Mr. Merchant (Ki Sudagar)” tries to
emulate the sophisticated behavior of an “adjutant at court (jajar)” who belongs to the
lower-ranking “service nobility (priyayi)” of the kingdom. When the sudagar tells them that
57
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he wants to marry his daughter “the way the priyayi do”, the courtier and his friends provide
him with fake advice. Playing games of chance with his money to the last penny, the priyayi
pitilessly make fun of the poor Mr. Merchant. Whereas it should have been a highly-codified
ritual event, the wedding therefore ends in disarray:

“When the wedding was nigh,
None of the priyayi came:
In disarray the escort.
All of their promises had been empty;
The merchants were all jealous and broken,
And so their departure was not in unison.
Mr. Adjutant was constantly drunk. […]
Typical of a merchant wedding,
All gold and silks,
The procession was on its way.
All shining in garments resplendent:
The groom rode a young horse.
Almost neglected was the horse, having received little care.
It was a bald roan horse,
Rather skinny and emaciated. […]
This is the fault of one who makes a wedding
Not in keeping with his own ways (dudu carane pribadi).
If you’re a peasant, then do things like a peasant;
A priyayi, then do things like a priyayi.
Don’t try to follow the way of others. […]
Don’t do what that old fool (si kaki Pengung) did:
A merchant who tried to do things like a priyayi.
He went south when he should have gone north:
It was not his own way60.”
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“A merchant who tried to do things like a nobleman” was a moral anomaly that could only
be laughed at. The moral gap between the world of the pasar (marketplace) and that of the
palace was deemed so impassable that when a nobleman dared marry a trader’s daughter,
his peers mockingly said that he was “running after the butt (golek bokong)”, in the sense of
“looking for money regardless of its origins61”. In the moral taxonomy spelled out in the
Serat Wulangreh – a mystical treaty written by the sunan of Surakarta Paku Buwana IV (r.
1788-1820) –, the merchant dwells in the same category as opium-addicts and criminals, for
they all exhibit the same “moral defect (cacad)”: they cannot refrain from running after
worldly pleasures. Their soul is marred by the same hideous “attachment to the [mundane]
world (karem dunia)62”. In his Serat Nitisruti, written by the closing decades of the XVIIIth
century, Ki Mangunwijaya also puts merchants alongside robbers and murderers, because
they, too, are “always angry and greedy63”. The most famous pujangga ever, Raden Ngabehi
Ranggawarsita, also tells in his Serat Jayengbaya (1830) the edifying story of a horse-trader
who, after having stolen a priyayi’s money, murders him and joyfully buys himself a lot of
“very nice, very expensive, and very strange things” in order to play the grandee64.

Contrary to the nobleman who excels in self-control and keeps the illusions of the mundane
world at bay thanks to “ascetic practice (tapa)”, the sudagar indeed is driven by nothing but
his beastly instincts – usually termed “bad desires (hawa nepsu)” in Javanese mystical
parlance:

“The merchant with a restless heart,
Who so strongly cherishes his wealth,
His temper is so
That he keeps counting his fortune from dawn to dusk […].
Even when he possesses
Seven bags full of money,
His heart is not wholly satisfied
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If he has not also hidden some coins somewhere. […]
The merchant never is at peace with himself (wong ati sudagar ugi
sabarang prakara tamboh).
His face shines only
When one comes to pay him interest rates
After the term of a pawning loan has expired65.”

Many early and late modern Malay epics handle the character of the profit-minded sudagar
in the same satirical way as these Javanese texts do. For instance, in a syair written in 1861
by the daughter of the raja of Riau and significantly titled Syair Saudagar Bodoh (“Tale of the
Stupid Merchant”), the orphan son of an immensely rich merchant of Damascus is but a
good-for-nothing who squanders his father’s fortune at the inn. Always chasing after
unrighteous women, he ends up marrying a woman of low origins who likes to play the lady.
As soon as she settles in the merchant’s luxurious mansion, her behavior becomes “arrogant
(sombong)” and “improper (langgar)”:

“Once she had become a merchant’s wife,
She became arrogant and haughty in words and deeds,
Ill-mannered in speech,
And regarded herself as high and mighty.
She spent all day trying on clothes
Of satin and of silk with gold threads,
While drinking and eating spring lamb.
Her conceit and arrogance were indescribable. […]
Her feet, in sleepers chased with diamond glitter,
Never deigned to touch the ground. […]
She sat in state on carpet66.”
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The story ends tragically for the parvenu lady, who right from the start had taken a lover and
started stealing money from her husband in order to entertain him. After they have become
aware of her costly extra-marital affair, the young merchant and his uncle – who acts as his
curator – appeal to the sultan of Damascus to have her punished: tied up to a stake under
the burning sun, she agonizes for days on end. Written by a princess raised at court, the
Syair Saudagar Bodoh exhibits an almost congenial aversion to the disorderly way of life of
merchants, whose unrestrained “bad desires” lead to nothing but personal ruin and social
chaos.

That a merchant cannot under any circumstance legitimately partake of the morally refined
world of the palace also is made apparent in the Hikayat Banjar, written in 1825. This
hikayat tells in detail the story of how Ampu Jatmaka, a sudagar of Indian origins, creates his
own petty state in Borneo thanks to his private army. Having “proclaimed himself king”,
Ampu Jatmaka tries his best to emulate Javanese courtly life, yet he fears falling prey to a
“deadly curse (katulahan)” for he knows well that his ascent to power runs contrary to
ancient custom: “According to stories from times long past, anyone not of royal descent
who, on account of his riches, makes himself king (daripada kajanja mandjadikan dirinja
radja) courts inexorable disaster and, together with him, those who accept him as king”. In
order to ward off ritual danger, Ampu Jatmaka fabricates “two statues of yellow sandalwood” and have these placed in a shrine. Revered as a royal couple, the statues are
“recognized as king and queen (ia itulah jang kita radjakan pula, kita sambah)67” and Ampu
Jatmaka exercises kingly power on their behalf.

Yet not all early modern Malay texts discard any kind of profit-seeking activities as
unredeemable moral mistakes. There also is a “right way” to get along well with mundane
riches, and that is to redistribute part of one’s wealth through the payment of the zakat and
the giving of “alms (sedekah)” to the needy. For instance, the Hikayat Ibrahim ibn Adam,
written circa 1680, spells out an ethics of enrichment that involves making “pious deeds
(amal jariyah)” in order to put one’s riches in the service of the “common good”. Sharif
Hasan is a rich man, yet he knows that “this world is not permanent: it is but a day and a
67
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night (dunia ini tiada akan kekal / hanya sehari semalam juga adanya)”. One cannot but
yearn for “returning to the eternal land, leaving this transient land (kembali ke negeri yang
baka, meninggalkan negeri yang fana)68”. Trade activities can be made compatible with
communal welfare and political orderliness only if traders follow scrupulously the path of
the pious. This is the kind of ideological background the Dutch – who themselves were
looked upon as sudagar by local clerics and courtiers69 – had to fit in when they arrived in
Banten, for the latter was located right at the junction of Islamic-Malay and Javanesemystical textual currents.

6.
In Banten as in many other Malay-speaking polities70, trade interests and court-based
politics actually often clashed in a violent way. The sultanate’s official chronicle – the Sajarah
Banten, written in Javanese and completed around 1660-62 – makes it crystal-clear that all
along the years 1596-1608, the city was plagued by factional wars. The conflict was
heightened by an unexpected event: a month or so before the arrival of the “First
Navigation” in the bay of the city, the acting king – the Maulana Muhamad – died on the
battlefield in Southern Sumatra, where he had taken the lead of a military campaign aimed
at crushing the rebellion of a vassal lord. The only male heir to the throne being still a baby,
a Regent had to be chosen from among the princely elite, which led to venomous
precedence quarrels. In order to maintain dynastic continuity in front of rising aristocratic
dissent, the most senior religious official of the sultanate – the qadi – even had to “rush to
the Great Mosque” in order to have Abdul Qadir publicly proclaimed successor to his
father71.
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The intensity of this succession crisis may explain why the Sajarah Banten makes no mention
at all of Houtman’s arrival in Banten. Writing a few decades after the facts, when the son of
Abdul Qadir had ascended the throne and was busy withstanding both Dutch and British
diplomatic and commercial assaults72, palace scribes were first and foremost concerned with
providing the ruling elite with a flawless narrative of the kingdom’s past – a narrative that
turned a troubled moment of intra-elite struggles into the opening sequence of a tale of
ever-increasing dynastic might. Taking stock of a few unmannered foreigners, who
ultimately acted more as sea-pilferers than as traders, may have been deemed unnecessary
– if not indecent – by scribes bent on documenting the twists and turns of the almost sacred
history of the negara. Yet the Sajarah Banten provides us with much more than the epic
details of the succession crisis: it ascribes them a social rationale. It actually posits a strong
and resilient antagonism between two competing groups among the ruling elite: the nayaka
– who are members of the princely nobility – and the ponggawa: high-level officials of
“common stock73”.

The question of long-distance trade is critical to the ideological war into which these two
groups are engaged. The ponggawa hold key state-offices linked with the world of
international trade: they act as Grand Treasurer, Harbourmaster, and even “Foreign minister
(Patih jaba)74”. They often are of non-Javanese origins75, make a living by extracting custom
duties from ships coming from far away, and therefore have an obvious interest in opening
Banten as much as possible to foreign traders. On the other hand, the nayaka think of
themselves as the defenders of Javanese royalty against what they perceive as a concerted
th
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plot by “common folk” strangers to weaken it76. Broadly speaking, the ponggawa live by a
“technological” and almost “meritocratic” notion of power: they think that state-offices are
to be given to experienced people who have learnt the basics of statecraft and served well in
previous postings. On the contrary, the nayaka are convinced that high-ranking offices and
palace titles can only be inherited by pure-blood Javanese of aristocratic descent.

Yet, the ponggawa-nayaka antagonism is no mere moral discourse: it leads to bitter “real
life” infighting. In 1602, pangeran (prince) Camara becomes Regent of the city. Boosted by
his father’s newly acquired prestige, the son of Camara becomes excessively “arrogant”.
During a “tournament (sasapton)” on the main palace square, he demands to be saluted by
the ponggawa the way a king would be: this “inflames the heart of the ponggawa with
jealousy77”. Running contrary to all rules of precedence, the haughty conduct of the young
nobleman triggers deep resentment among high-ranking officials. In 1608, the “revolt of the
Harbour (Prang Pailir)”, stirred up by the still-infuriated ponggawa, leads to open civil war –
and ultimately to the killing of pangeran Camara in an ambush78.

7.
Where did the Dutch – and a few years later the British – fit into this uneven moral and
political landscape? After the relations with Banten had been brought back to normal in
November 1598 thanks to a locally born “Chinese slave” acting as the newcomers’
interpreter79, the Dutch were granted in 1603 the right to rent a wooden house in the
Chinese district (the Pacinan, located outside the fortified city) in order to store their
goods80. So too had been the British in 160281. From that date on, the Europeans turned into
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a permanent presence in Banten. Palace officials nevertheless seem not to have known
exactly, at first, what kind of jurisdiction to exercise on these new city dwellers.

The journal of the first factor of the EIC in Banten, Edmund Scott (r. 1602-1605), provides us
with some clues regarding that tricky question of the judicial status locally ascribed to
European traders. After a fire had destroyed most of their factory building, Scott discovered
that intruders had stolen several bags of silver cash that the British had stored in the
basement. He quickly convinced himself that the robbers were the members of a family of
Chinese brick-makers living close to the factory courtyard. Without waiting for the Regent’s
justice officers to start investigating the case, Scott and his men apprehended three of the
Chinese suspects and started torturing them to make them confess. Since members of his
family had come to establish his innocence, one of the Chinese was quickly released. The
second one was submitted to an unbearable inhuman treatment by Scott, who tortured him
for hours with an incandescent poker. Only the third man – who had “become Javanese”,
that is to say: who had converted to Islam and therefore become a subject of the sultan –
was handed over to Javanese authorities, who promised the British to sentence him to death
if he was found guilty of arson82. EIC factors hence were granted a kind of “judicial
autonomy” by the court of Banten: they could handle criminal justice matters by themselves
provided these did not involve a Muslim subject of the sultanate.

This tragic example could leave the reader with the impression that the Europeans were left
almost unchecked in Malay-speaking polities. This surely was not the case. We learn from a
1650s adat law-book from Kedah that the Shahbandar had the duty, with the help of his
“agents / spies (mata-mata)”, to ceaselessly patrol the marketplace and the “foreigners’
district” in order to prevent street-brawls and to enforce the bans on games of chance and
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on the consumption of alcohol and opium: anybody contravening these bans was to be at
once apprehended and brought before the raja83.

Non-Muslim foreigners were also made the target of specific social restrictions, as shown by
the Taj us-Salatin: a Malay treaty of “good government” written in 1603 in Aceh or Johore
Lama. In a chapter of the text devoted to what can be morally expected (and fiscally
extorted) from “non-muslim (kafir)” subjects having settled in an Islamic kingdom, we learn
that the Europeans were subjected to a long list of do’s and dont’s. They were forbidden not
just to “build new worship places or to restore former idols”, but also to “wear clothes
similar to those of Muslims”, to “ride a saddled horse”, to “keep weapons in their houses”,
to “build houses close to those of the Muslims”, to “drink [alcoholic beverages] in front of
Muslims”, to “burn or bury their dead close to Muslim cemeteries”, to “give one of their
children a Muslim name”, to “buy a Muslim slave”, and to “wear rings inlaid with precious
gemstones or bearing seals (tera) similar to those of the Muslims”. They also had to
“accommodate for three days Muslim travelers” and to “always greet a Muslim, in case of a
chance encounter, as a servant greets his lord (memberi hormat kepada orang Islam seperti
hamba memberi hormat kepada tuannya)84”.

As a model for all these prescriptions, the Taj us-Salatin explicitly mentions the A’hd nâmeh
(“Capitulations”) imposed in 636 by Caliph Omar, right after the conquest of both Palestine
and Syria, to local non-Muslim (Jewish and Christian) populations. By referring to the ArabicOttoman tradition of the A’hd nâmeh, the Taj us-Salatin seems to assimilate all non-Muslim
individuals living on the lands of a Muslim king to dhimmi people, that is to say to Infidels
made subjects of a Muslim polity by way of conquest85. Obviously, European traders could
not, by any classical theological standards, be regarded as dhimmi people. Yet they
sometimes were subjected to segregationist policies clearly inspired by former A’hd nâmeh
treaties: for instance, in Banten, they were forbidden to live inside city walls.
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Interesting as it may be for a political-intellectual history of ideal kingship in the early
modern Malay world, the Taj us-Salatin nevertheless cannot tell us much about the way
European traders were dealt with, practically speaking, by local polities. Even if it circulated
widely across the Malay Archipelago and was translated into Javanese by the early XVIIIth
century86, there indeed is no evidence that the Taj us-Salatin was ever fully implemented. To
correctly ascertain the way Javanese authorities handled the Dutch and the British once
these had become regular trade partners, one therefore has to switch to another kind of
more down-to-earth documents.

8.
The least to say is that employees of the VOC stationed in Banten exhibited a disorderly
behavior. Peering through the many entries of the local “sentence register” where fines and
punishments were scrupulously written down, one quickly gets a sense of the undisciplined
behavior of soldiers, sailors, and servants of the Company. VOC people were quick with the
knife. For instance, in October 1614, several crewmembers of an East-Indiaman got drunk in
a “brothel” and engaged into a bitter fight that left several of them badly injured. In January
1615, the President of the factory, Jan Pietersz. Coen, had to preside over a justice trial after
a Company slave by the name of Ramada had been murdered by a Company servant at the
end of a drinking binge87.

This unruly behavior so infuriated Javanese officials that, on the occasion of the murder of a
Chinese man by VOC servants, the Regent himself came to the headquarters of the Dutch in
the Pacinan to ask them bluntly “whether, when they came to a Country to trade, they
brought along their Own Laws, or if they were governed by the Laws of the Country where
they were staying88”. If one keeps in mind the severe Quranic interdicts forbidding both the
consumption of alcoholic beverages and intercourse with “unrighteous women”, one can
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easily imagine how shocked Banten clerics and officials were by the pranks of VOC servants.
All these misconduct cases moreover had a direct impact on the granting or not of trade
privileges to Company agents. In January 1608, the negotiations between the Regent and the
VOC chief-merchant about an enlarged trade agreement came to a halt because Javanese
authorities, alarmed by the growing number of deadly street-brawls involving Dutchmen,
threatened to “forcefully disarm” all VOC employees89.

After they had moved their headquarters in February 1613 to Jakatra – a liege-city of Banten
located some 80 km eastwards –, VOC people kept being a moral embarrassment to
Javanese civil and religious authorities. Several sex cases and drunken brawls involving lowranking Company employees actually marred the relations between VOC merchants and the
local prince – a pangeran by the name of Kawis Adimarta. In February 1615, a cooper named
Willem Huygen Bolckwanger was put on trial by Coen for having had “a carnal conversation”
with a young slave inside the factory building, therefore “heaping shame on [the] whole
[Dutch] Nation”. A few months later, mariner Adriaen Pietersz. van Hoorn was sentenced to
the “keel punishment” for having threatened with a bamboo spear, while in a state of “great
intoxication”, the Company chief-merchant. Till the end of the year, four more trials for
quarrelsome drunkenness were carried on in Jakatra. In September 1616, the pilot of the
Cleen Hollandia, Guillame Anthonisz., was removed from the payroll for having “sold whiterice alcohol (arak) in great quantity to Company soldiers90”.

The situation was deemed so critical that VOC Governor Gerard Reynst complained to the
Heren XVII that “only incompetent people [were] sent to the Indies, who by their
carelessness, drunkenness, and life of debauchery (hoereren) spoil the best [trade]
opportunities91”. To try to remedy the worsening of relations with the Javanese, a “contract”
was signed on October 9, 1616, between the VOC chief-merchant, Jacob Breeckvelt, and the
pangeran of Jakatra. It listed all the interdicts that VOC employees had to strictly follow on
pain of the cancellation of all the privileges hitherto granted to the Company. VOC people
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were forbidden “to bring arak inside their factory in order to get drunk” and to “entice
Javanese women into coming inside the factory courtyard92”. This “contract” – signed in
order to safeguard mutual trade interests – was first and foremost a moral one, since it was
meant to keep in check Company drunkards prone to street-fighting and adultery.

In Malay-speaking Islamic polities, the moral accommodation of European traders always
was a most difficult business. Contrary to Gujarati merchants, who followed the same
rigorist creed as the people of Banten, Dutch and British traders were a source of almost
permanent scandal. As aptly noted by Wouter Schouten in the late 1650s, in a conflictridden situation of contact, even different bodily habits could cause a moral uproar:
urinating while standing up for instance was deemed an “abominable behavior” by the
Javanese93.

9.
To fully understand both the technical details and the moral dimension of European trading
activities in Malay-speaking polities, one has to keep moving both vertically and horizontally
among available source-material. Vertically: by moving up and down the documentary
ladder from highly prescriptive treaties written for the literate happy few by theologians and
court-poets to seemingly “matter-of-fact” textual remnants such as merchants’ letters and
trade agreements. Horizontally – or “laterally94”: by investigating as much extra-European
(Malay and Javanese) source-material as European (Dutch and British) archives in order to
try to get over the paper walls of Eurocentric visions of the “East Indies”. Documentary
asymmetry is nevertheless not that easy to overcome. Whereas we know that there existed
accounts-keeping registers and written trade contracts in Banten at the time of the arrival of
the “First Navigation” fleet95, none of these documents have survived the ravages of time
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and the pillaging of Javanese royal libraries (either by Chinese rebels in the 1740s or by
European colonial armies in the 1810s). This makes recovering the “lived world
(Lebenswelt)” of Javanese and other Asian traders operating in Java a most difficult venture.

Yet we know, thanks to the pioneering works of J. C. van Leur and M. A. P. MeilinkRoelofsz96, that even decades past the conquest of Jakatra (in May 1619) and its
transformation into VOC Batavia, intra-Asian trade loomed larger in value and volume than
bilateral Euro-Asian commercial exchanges in port-cities controlled by the Dutch. Until the
early 1650s, Batavia kept being dependent, for its rice and meat supply, on Chinese
wholesalers and Javanese city-states like Tuban and Jepara. All along the XVIIth century, VOC
authorities in Java made more money by selling Javanese rice surplus to impoverished
Moluccan islanders than by trading spices on the European market – if only for the reason
that the trading price of black pepper had been tumbling down as early as the 1610s due to
overproduction97. Moreover, as far as the financing of long-distance trade was concerned,
Batavia could be labeled a “Chinese city”, since local towkays were the ones who innovated
most in terms of credit mechanisms98. One should therefore never over-estimate the part
the Europeans played in Southeast Asian trading activities99.

When one nevertheless focuses on the little trade-oriented “contact zone100” between the
Dutch, the British, the Malays, and the Javanese that emerged by the early XVIIth century,
one is struck by two things. The first one is how difficult it was, technically speaking, to
establish common social exchange standards in a situation where, at first, even basic
weighing units seemed untranslatable – which means that commensurability, far from being
a prior common asset, was an achievement that came at high costs. The second one is that
trade transactions were then deeply embedded into a set of relentlessly reiterated moral
norms that turned profit-seeking activities into perilous ordeals as far as the salvation of
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one’s soul and the upkeep of one’s reputation were concerned. Socially and spiritually
speaking, trade was a high-stakes game: a game that, if kept unchecked, could lead both to
individual damnation and political chaos.

